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Cricothryroid activity was investigated in 3 German speakers. Aims were (1) to clarify activity for voiceless consonants, (2) to determine whether lax vowels have higher activity than tense vowels, and (3) to compare anterior and posterior insertions in the muscle. Results: (1) Clearly higher CT activity for voiceless than voiced consonants, but often extending more into the neighbouring vowel than might be necessary to just support consonant devoicing; (2) a tendency for higher CT on lax vowels. Lax vowels often appear to have higher F0 than a tongue-pull model of intrinsic pitch would predict. The result indicates that an active prosodic adjustment may be involved; (3) anterior and posterior insertions differed for a swallowing task, appeared very similar for gross correlation with F0, but anterior insertions appeared less sensitive to consonant-voicing and tense-lax vowel adjustments.



it is well-documented that the tongue-body is substantially lower (and less advanced) in the lax counterparts. Nevertheless, no consistent trend has been found for F0 to be lower in lax vowels (Hoole & Mooshammer, 2002). The tongue-pull hypothesis could be maintained, however, if it could be shown that CT activity is actively increased for lax vowels - in other words the biomechanical explanation may be correct but is overlaid in practice by differing prosodic activity for the two vowel classes. A third focus of interest in the present study was a more complete understanding of the functional properties of the cricothyroid muscle. It is generally thought that the pars recta and pars obliqua cause, respectively, rotational and translational motion at the cricothyroid joint, and there have been suggestions for a corresponding functional differentiation regarding F0 control (Honda, 2004). However, to our knowledge there is virtually no data available for speech tasks recorded in parallel from the two parts of the muscle.



1. Introduction



2. Subjects and Methods



The role of the cricothryoid muscles (CT) as a basic mechanism in the control of F0 is, of course, well-known. A number of issues remain open, however, regarding the interaction between segmental aspects of speech and fundamental frequency control. In this work we look at two specific issues: (1) The relationship of CT activity to consonant voicing. There is a strong tendency for F0 to be higher following voiceless consonants (Löfqvist et al., 1989). Several explanations have been put forward for this, one of the most likely being that increased CT activity tenses the vocal folds, which helps to suppress voicing in voiceless consonants, this in turn leading to higher F0 at the onset of phonation for the following vowel. Physiological evidence for this has been found, but as it is still quite restricted in scope we aimed in this study to test this hypothesis with a wide range of material for German speakers. In addition to the simple presence or absence of the effect, the temporal scope of potential CT differences is also of interest, i.e do speakers perhaps deliberately enhance F0 differences by extending differences from the consonant into the vowel. A further specific point of interest is the fact that post-stressed voiceless consonants in German often show little glottal opening, raising the possibility that suppression of voicing is then particularly dependent on CT. (2) Intrinsic pitch is a further well-documented phenomenon for which various explanations have been put forward. Whalen et al. (1998) recently concluded that intrinsic pitch differences between vowels are unlikely to be due to active differences in CT activation, and are more likely an automatic consequence of vowel articulation. German represents an interesting test-case for tongue-pull style explanations since it has several tense-lax vowel pairs in which



To date, three German-speaking subjects have been recorded. Material and EMG insertions will be outlined for each subject separately.



Abstract



2.1 Subjects, speech material and EMG recording sites Subject CK The target items consisted of pseudo-words containing either tense or lax vowels in either a voiced or voiceless context. The vowels were i, y, u,  (tense), and , , , a (lax). Two voiced and voiceless contexts were used: /lVb/ and /bVl/ (voiced), and /fVp/ and /pVf/ (voiceless). Each utterance consisted of a carrier phrase containing either both voiced or both voiceless items, in the order just given: “Ich habe WORD1 nicht WORD2 gesagt” (= “I said WORD1 not WORD2"). 10 randomized repetitions of every sentence were recorded To date only the first target word in each sentence has been analyzed, i.e /lVb/ and /fVp/ for the voiced and voiceless contexts respectively. Cricothyroid activity was recorded by means of hooked-wire electrodes. For this subject the insertion was to the posterior part of the muscle, i.e probably pars obliqua. The raw EMG data was high-pass filtered at 30Hz, low-pass filtered at 3kHz and recorded on DAT tape at a sample rate of 24kHz. Subject CG For this subject the recording was divided into two parts. In each part, only a single target word was recorded in each utterance. In the first part the voiced and voiceless contexts were /lVb/ and /fVp/, respectively (i.e the contexts used for WORD1 in the corpus of speaker CK).



The vowels were i, y, e, u,  (tense), and , , , , a (lax), i.e one more tense-lax pair than in the corpus for CK. In the second part, the same vowels were embedded in the symmetric voiced and voiceless contexts /bVb/ and /pVp/. For both parts the carrier sentence was “habe ____ besucht” (= “I visited ____”). Once again, 10 randomized repetitions of every utterance were recorded. For this subject the insertions were aimed to sample from different regions of the cricothryroid muscle. One insertion (left side) recorded from a posterior region (probably pars obliqua), two insertions (right side) recorded from an anterior region (probably pars recta). One major qualitative difference between these insertions can be noted right away: The more posterior (obliqua) insertion showed activation during a swallowing manoeuver used as a control task, whereas the two anterior insertions showed no activity. Other recording details were as for subject CK. Subject SF For this subject the same corpora were used as for subject CG; however, owing to electrode failure only the first part was completed. Two different CT insertions were aimed for, but some difficulties were encountered. A posterior insertion (left side) was basically successful but movement artefacts tended to occur (including microphonic effects at the voice frequency) especially towards the end of utterances. The overall quality of the signal was improved considerably (despite a marked decrease in amplitude) by high-pass filtering at 500Hz. An anterior insertion was carried out on the right side. While showing clear CT activity it also had contamination from the sternohyoid, so this signal will not be discussed further here, pending attempts to remove the contamination. 2.2 EMG processing RMS amplitude and zero-crossing rate of the EMG signals were calculated at intervals of 2.5ms over a 40ms window. The resulting signals (sample-rate 400Hz) were additionally smoothed using a Kaiser FIR filter with a cutoff frequency of 15Hz. RMS amplitude and zero-crossing rate were also calculated from the first-differenced raw EMG waveforms. The rationale for this was that artefacts tend to have mostly lowfrequency content, while first-differencing emphasizes high frequencies. Moreover, Rischel and Hutters (1980) have indicated that high-frequency emphasis may provide better differentiation of speech-related patterns. (The zero-crossing rate of the first-differenced signal can also be seen as peakcounting, which has also often been applied to EMG signals.) By and large, use of the first-differenced signal for the RMS amplitude and the zero-crossing rate did indeed give stronger correlations with F0, and greater sensitivity to the experimental variables, so only this version of the EMG parameterization will be considered further here. In addition, it also emerged that the relative sensitivity of RMS amplitude and zero-crossing rate varied quite noticeably over speakers and insertions. Accordingly, for the detailed analyses below we decided to use for each speaker whichever measure gave the strongest correlation with F0 in the target vowel. The relevant comparisons are given in Table 1. For CK and SF there was a clear difference in favour of zero-crossing rate. For all insertions of speaker CG we chose RMS amplitude on the basis of the stronger correlations for the posterior and first anterior insertion (for the second anterior



insertion, where correlations are overall weaker, there is little to chose between the two parameters). Corpus 1 Subj. Ins.



CK



SF



P



P



Corpus 2 CG



P



A1



CG A2



P



A1



A2



RMS 0.68 0.56 0.74 0.74 0.50 0.60 0.66



0.34



Zerox 0.85 0.73 0.68 0.39 0.48 0.47 0.42



0.37



Table 1: Comparison of RMS amplitude and zero-crossing rate for correlations of EMG activity with F0 (Pearson’s r). The row labelled “Ins.” indicates the location of the CT insertion: P=Posterior and A=Anterior A further point that emerges from this table is that it is not possible to make a distinction between posterior and anterior insertions regarding strength of the correlation with F0. The weakest correlations in the whole table are found for CG’s second anterior insertion, but his first anterior insertion is extremely similar to his posterior insertion. We will, however, see that a slightly different picture emerges when we consider the effect of the experimental variables below. A final issue related to the preprocessing of the EMG data concerns the delay between electromyographic activity and its acoustic consequences. This is rather a delicate matter since estimates to be found in the literature vary quite widely, and we are interested here in segmentally related EMG activity for segments (e.g lax vowels) that are potentially quite short. Preliminary inspection of EMG and F0 contours suggested that EMG led F0 by a time in the range of 30 to 120ms. We then shifted the EMG in steps of 10ms over this range, and at each time step determined the average EMG and median F0 for each target vowel and calculated the correlation coefficient between these two parameters. Depending on speaker and insertion, correlations peaked at time steps from 50 to 70ms, so for further analysis we used a time-shift of 60ms for all speakers (Table 1 above is based on this time-shift value). Making the EMG data amenable to statistical analysis essentially involved following the procedure just outlined: after taking the time-shift into account the average EMG values for each of the segments of interest, i.e C1, V and C2, for each utterance were calculated. To aid interpretation ensemble averages were also calculated using the acoustically defined segment durations to control a time-warping algorithm. For reasons of space these cannot be shown here.



3. Results The speech material involves three independent variables, namely vowel category (4 categories for CK, 5 for CG and SF), vowel tenseness, and voicing of the consonant context. These three factors will be referred to as VOWEL, TENSE and VOICE, respectively, and the bulk of the results reported below are based on the corresponding 3-way ANOVA. In this report we will focus on VOICE and TENSE, although it would undoubtedly be of interest to examine the VOWEL factor in the light of Whalen et al.’s analysis of intrinsic pitch effects. 3.1 Cricothyroid activity related to consonant voicing Table 2 gives an overview of the main effect of VOICE for each



of the three target segments. Insertion Location: Before looking in detail at the results for each segment, it is worth noting that for subject CG, where it is possible to compare results for posterior and anterior CT insertions, then effects are weaker (or non-existent) for the anterior insertions (see especially the row for C1). Discussion below will be based on the posterior insertion. Corpus 1 Subj.



Corpus 2



CK



SF



CG



CG



Ins.



P



P



P



A1



A2



P



A1



A2



C1



xxx



xxx



xxx



n.s



n.s



xxx



n.s



xx



V



xx



xxx



n.s



n.s



n.s



xx



n.s



n.s



C2



xxx



xxx



n.s



n.s



n.s



xx



n.s



n.s



Table 2: ANOVA results for main effect of VOICE for each segment. xxx = p 
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